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Abstract 
 
This study inves5gates how we can design map-based visual storytelling of news ar5cles for 

Mixed Reality Head-Mounted Displays (MR HMDs). It explores the significance of visual 

storytelling genres and interac5ve gestures in the design. The findings reveal that principles 

of storytelling and interac5on cannot be directly transferred from tradi5onal PC interfaces to 

MR HMDs due to fundamental differences in interface and interac5on. The study highlights 

the effec5veness of the dynamic slideshow format and far-interac5on in enhancing the 

storytelling experience. Par5cipants favored hand interac5ons but expressed interest in 

alterna5ve methods such as gaze- and voice-based interac5ons. The challenges faced during 

the project, including recruitment difficul5es, tes5ng environment limita5ons, and technical 

issues, influenced the findings. The study emphasizes the need for tailored design principles 

for MR storytelling and mul5ple interac5on methods to cater to user preferences. Overall, 

the findings provide valuable insights into designing map-based interac5ons in MR for visual 

storytelling, with considera5on for the encountered challenges and limita5ons. 
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1. Introduc6on  

 

Mixed Reality (MR) is becoming more widespread in various industries such as educa5on, 

healthcare, retail, automo5ve, manufacturing, aerospace, media, and entertainment. 

Extended Reality (XR) technologies, encompassing all immersive technologies, are expected 

to become even more popular with the widespread use of 5G technology. The XR market is 

rapidly growing and expected to reach approximately 345 billion USD in the next eight years, 

up from approximately 35 billion USD in 2022, according to Precedence (2022).  

Furthermore, the an5cipated release of an MR Head Mounted Display (HMD) by Apple this 

year indicates an increased interest in using this technology by the general public (Kvalheim, 

2023; Pritchard, 2023). Apple products have previously created new consumer markets and 

industries, such as personal computers, smartphones, tablets, and smartwatches (Mullaney, 

2016), and it is possible that their entry into the MR market could drive similar 

developments.  

 

MR shows poten5al for enhancing news engagement. News plays a fundamental role in 

informing us about global events and important societal topics such as poli5cs, the economy, 

the environment, and health concerns. It offers diverse perspec5ves, allowing us to 

understand different opinions and cultures. Addi5onally, news informs ci5zens about 

government ac5ons and ensures accountability. By integra5ng MR technology, news 

experiences can become more immersive and interac5ve, deepening the connec5on 

between the audience and the content. This has the poten5al to revolu5onize news 

consump5on and promote an informed and engaged society. 

  

Recent research indicates an increasing trend, par5cularly among younger individuals, of 

reduced news consump5on (Dæhlen, 2021). This poses significant concerns for society and 

democracy, as a lack of awareness and engagement with current events can influence 

individuals’ capacity to make well-informed decisions. The media sector is faced with the 

impera5ve of developing effec5ve solu5ons to engage the younger demographic. 
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News media u5lizes diverse plaZorms such as TV, PC, smartphone, radio, and newspapers to 

present informa5on in various formats such as ar5cles, broadcasts, and social media 

“stories” to cater to consumers’ preferences and needs. With the rise in popularity of XR 

technologies, it becomes crucial for news media to explore and leverage these technologies 

to engage readers. Recent explora5ons by media companies have focused on XR as a fron5er 

for storytelling, aiming to capitalize on its visual and interac5ve capabili5es (Mordor, 2023). 

 

In a study on immersive journalism conducted by Herrera Damas and Benítez de Gracia 

(2022), experts emphasized the importance of immersive experiences that enable 

interac5vity, evoke emo5onal responses, provide new perspec5ves, and ac5vely involve 

viewers in the content (Herrera Damas & Benítez de Gracia, 2022).  

 

Maps and XR technology share powerful visualiza5on- and interac5on capabili5es and offer 

an ideal combina5on for crea5ng engaging user experiences. Similar to stories, maps serve as 

tools for documen5ng and elucida5ng experiences while expressing specific perspec5ves and 

worldviews (Roth, 2021). 

 

The adop5on of XR technologies in the media industry presents a need for new interac5on 

design. Replica5on of 2D interfaces in XR plaZorms restricts their effec5veness for users. For 

instance, conven5onal formats like browsers and news ar5cles designed for desktop 

computers do not fully exploit the poten5al of XR. It is key to tailor interface designs and 

func5onali5es explicitly for XR plaZorms to op5mize their usability and user experience. 

 

This study aims to inves5gate design considera5ons for map-based visual storytelling of news 

ar5cles for MR HMDs in an aoempt to enhance the news consump5on experience. The 

primary objec5ve is to inves5gate the integra5on of maps. To accomplish this, a Research 

through Design (RtD) study is conducted, involving the development and tes5ng of a 

prototype named MR news with poten5al future users. The evalua5on phase focuses on 

examining how visual story maps can be effec5vely designed based on visual storytelling 

genres and interac5ve gestures with poten5al future users. Aperwards, the results are 

analyzed and discussed in rela5on to exis5ng research on visual storytelling with maps and 

interac5ve maps in XR. 
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The research ques5on (RQ) is:  

How can we design map-based interac5ons in regard to visual storytelling genres and 

interac5ve gestures for news ar5cles in Mixed Reality? 

 

In the background chapter, there will be given an overview of exis5ng research on visual 

storytelling genres with maps and interac5ve maps in XR. The methodology chapter describe 

applied methods, introduce the prototype named MR news, the prototyping process, and 

evaluate the prototype. Aperwards, a discussion of the results towards related research, 

challenges, and future work. Lastly, a conclusion where the RQ is answered.  
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2. Background 

 

This sec5on will further introduce MR, briefly account for visual displays and maps, elaborate 

on visual storytelling with maps, and describe related research on interac5ng with maps in 

XR.   

 

 

Mixed Reality (MR) 

 

Milgram et al. (1995) defined the Reality-Virtuality (RV) con5nuum, seen in Figure 1, which 

has become a widely accepted conceptualiza5on of immersive technologies. MR is a term 

that describes immersive technologies, from Augmented Reality (AR) to Augmented 

Virtuality (AV). AR and AV have in common that they both mix the real environment with a 

Virtual Environment (VE). A real environment consists of only real objects in the real world, 

meaning it can be observed in person, through video displays, glasses, or windows. VE means 

that the en5re environment comprises virtual objects or digital graphics unaffected by the 

real environment. It is commonly displayed through immersive Head Mounted Displays 

(HMD), which include Virtual Reality (VR) headsets. That means AR and AV technologies 

combine virtual elements with the real world. It can be displayed through digital displays, 

such as phones and HMDs. MR HMD can have transparent displays with digital overlays or 

video displays. AR differen5ates from AV by being closer to a real-world environment, 

whereas AV is more comparable to VE (Milgram et al., 1995). Azuma (1997) defines AR as 

virtual objects superimposed on the real environment. Further describing three 

characteris5cs of AR, it combines the real environment and the virtual, is interac5ve in real-

5me, and is registered in 3D. Azuma (1997) further differen5ates AR and VR by adding that 

AR supplements reality instead of replacing it. 

 

The MR news prototype can be specified as an AR applica5on because the general 

environment around the user is real, with an overlay of digital elements. However, when 

addressed in this study, I will use the more general term MR. This is because the HL2 is an 

MR HMD and can allow the MR news prototype to u5lize both AR and AV.   
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Figure 1 – Reality-Virtuality con4nuum (Milgram et al., 1995). 

 

Many of the principles for design in XR HMDs are transferable and overlapping as they 

operate in a three-dimensional space and are immersive technologies. We choose to work 

with MR HMD because it is a promising technology for produc5vity and everyday use. It 

allows the user to be present in reality while engaging with the technology. It also allows the 

user to use an informa5on display hands-free and heads-up. The MR market cons5tuted 

approximately 73% of the total XR marked in 2021, demonstra5ng more interest in these 

technologies than in VR (Precedence, 2022).  

 

We chose to work with HoloLens 2 (HL2) as it is an established MR HMD. HL2 is a self-

contained holographic computer launched by Microsop in 2019. It has see-through 

holographic lenses, meaning that users will see the real environment through a glass visor, 

and holographic elements are displayed on this visor by lasers. HL2 is also packed with 

different sensors to capture and map the real environment, place holograms throughout it, 

and enable mo5on tracking to capture user input (Microsop, 2023). It also uses hand 

naviga5on instead of controllers, which we view as much more convenient and likely to be 

more popular and valuable in future developments in XR technology.  
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Figure 2 – Example image of HoloLens 2 (Goode, 2019). 

 

 

Visual Displays 

 

Visual displays can include sta5c and animated illustra5ons, and graphs, as well as 

geographical-, thema5c-, and knowledge maps. These visual displays play a crucial role in 

enhancing one’s cogni5ve abili5es, learning skills, and prior knowledge. According to several 

theories on visual learning, such as dual coding, conjoint processing, and mul5media 

learning, visual displays can help in communica5on, thinking, and learning. Paivio’s dual 

coding theory suggests that verbal and pictorial informa5on are processed in different 

cogni5ve subsystems. Text is processed only in the verbal subsystem, while visual displays are 

processed in both an imagery and verbal subsystem. Therefore, visual displays are more 

easily memorized due to the dual coding of visual informa5on (Schnotz, 2002). 
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Maps  

 

According to Roth (2013), cartography is the prac5ce of crea5ng and using maps. It was 

recognized as a scien5fic discipline aper WW2. Func5onal design was one of the guiding 

principles for map design, with guidelines based on designing for the intended users. As 

maps are a visual form of communica5on, they can facilitate cogni5ve offload and effec5ve 

learning. New technologies have led to numerous and substan5al changes in the crea5on 

and usage of maps. Interac5vity is one of the most significant changes in how we use maps. 

Although one also interacts with analog maps, the extent of possibili5es for interac5on is a 

lot more in digital maps. Further, the extent of interac5on possibili5es increases dras5cally 

from 2D screens to immersive XR technologies (Roth, 2013).  

 

 

Visual Storytelling 

 

Roth (2021) describes visual storytelling as simplifying complex data and capturing aoen5on 

through maps and other visualiza5ons such as images, illustra5ons, anima5ons, and models 

to create a beoer sense of place. It 5es seemingly unrelated informa5on together in a 

memorable way. Roth (2021) offers three methods for map-based visual storytelling. First, 

iden5fy and connect narra5ve elements to geographical informa5on. Second, genres for 

different story experiences. The third and final are visual tropes that can enhance the 

storytelling.  

 

Visual storytelling design relies on narra5ve sequences in the story. Most stories have a 

common set of basic elements organized through narra5ve. In most cases, narra5ve 

sequences are analyzed using a linear three-act structure. A three-act narra5ve consists of a 

beginning, middle, and end or set-up, conflict, and resolu5on. Each has recurring narra5ve 

elements across stories that can be visualized. Iden5fying such narra5ve elements and 

crea5ng visualiza5ons through maps and other mul5media is important for consistent and 

effec5ve visual storytelling and can improve the users’ experience and reten5on of the story 

(Roth, 2021). 
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Song et al. (2022) conducted a study to test the three methods proposed by Roth (2021). 

They found that a three-act narra5ve can be applied consistently and effec5vely across 

topics and did not affect the par5cipants’ reten5on. However, they found that genres and to 

some extent tropes influenced the par5cipants’ reten5on (Song et al., 2022). 

 

Roth (2021) proposes seven genres defined by the visual or interac5ve prac5ce of applying a 

linear narra5ve. The genres are sta5c visual stories, longform infographics, dynamic 

slideshows, narrated anima5ons, mul5media visual experiences, personalized story maps, 

and compila5ons.  

 

Sta5c visual stories are a series of maps that use different annota5ons such as arrows, 

numbering, and other visual techniques throughout the story. Longform infographics include 

all text, graphics, maps, and so on in a single-page ver5cal scroll setup. They are typically 

used for smartphones in news and other websites as it is op5mized for small screens. 

Dynamic slideshows advance a linear story through a series of visual panels or slides. They 

typically have a horizontal direc5on and display one slide at a 5me, meaning it is not a 

dynamic scroll interac5on but usually a slide or tap naviga5on. This gives the designer more 

control over the story’s pacing than longform infographics. Narrated anima5ons display 

anima5ons of progression over 5me. They are typically considered more intui5ve and 

enjoyable than sta5c maps. However, they can tend to be too complex for users to 

comprehend as they move along at the designers’ pace rather than their own. This can lead 

to users missing important informa5on and becoming biased toward the first and last frames 

when recalling the visual story. Mul5media visual experiences ac5vely use hyperlinking in the 

storytelling, from hyperlinked text, images, graphics, audio, and video in addi5on to the 

central textual narra5ve and use dynamic ver5cal scrolling, like longform infographics. 

Mul5media visual experiences can lose some users from the main narra5ve as there can be 

many sidetracks compe5ng for the users’ aoen5on. Personalized story maps allow non-

designers to create visual stories of their experiences and share their perspec5ves. It is 

increasing in popularity. However, it can lead to poor data quality and limits crea5ve 

flexibility. Compila5ons are open used in data journalism to show events as they happen. 

They are made up of visual stories with links to more informa5on. They use maps to show 
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what’s happening and are easy to update with new content. See Figure 3 for visual examples 

of the seven visual storytelling genres and Figure 4 for a comparison between them.  

  

 
Figure 3 – Visual examples of seven genres (Roth, 2021). 
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Figure 4 – Comparison of visual storytelling genres (Roth, 2021). 

 

Roth (2021) describes seven visual tropes that can improve and enhance the narra5ve and 

visual elements. The tropes are con5nuity, mood, dosing, aoen5on, redundancy, metaphor, 

and voice. Con5nuity unifies visual elements into a logical structure. It can enhance the 

memorability of the visual story. It can be achieved using linear narra5ve genres, such as 

those men5oned above. Addi5onally, it can be achieved by using visual transi5ons such as 
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fading, panning, and zooming can promote con5nuity between elements. Mood sets the 

visual tone of a narra5ve, influencing the users’ instant reac5on. Map elements and design 

choices contribute to sevng the mood. The visual style, including form, color, type, and 

texture, plays a significant role in evoking emo5ons. Dosing simplifies informa5on by 

breaking it into smaller parts and focusing on important elements. It emphasizes specific 

elements, not just overall paoerns, to build interest and understanding. Interac5ve maps can 

also provide “self-dosing” by using pop-ups for more informa5on. To ensure the users no5ce 

and focus on important informa5on, it is essen5al to draw their aoen5on. It can be done by 

controlling the visual hierarchy, or the flow in the layout, by framing, highligh5ng, blinking, 

panning, and zooming. Redundancy is the repe55on of important details to enhance visual 

storytelling and make it more impacZul, understandable, and engaging. Metaphors are tools 

in visual storytelling that combine unrelated concepts to enhance understanding. It can be 

symbolic representa5ons like overlays, exaggera5ons, and cartooning. It can help to create 

compelling metaphors that cap5vate the users. Voice includes experience, opinions, and 

values in the visual story to enhance understanding. Different voices can be represented 

through varying text aoributes. Dynamic techniques inspired by cinema5c cartography 

involve audio or audiovisual elements (Roth, 2021). 

 

In the study by Song et al. (2022), they tested two genres, longform infographics and 

dynamic slideshow. They found that par5cipants had beoer reten5on and performed beoer 

with longform infographics, as it was a familiar format with easy and low effort interac5on 

(Song et al., 2022).  

 

 

Related research 

 

XR HMDs facilitate for explora5on of large informa5on spaces, such as maps. They can offer a 

more natural and comfortable way for users to get a beoer spa5al understanding of 

informa5on. However, to exploit this technology, a different approach to designing 

interac5on and input is required (Giannopoulos et al., 2017). 
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Rudi et al. (2016) studied interac5on with maps in MR, especially on how interac5ons such as 

panning, zooming, and both panning and zooming compared between head-based- and 

hap5c (touch-based) interac5ons. The head-based interac5ons included nodding in different 

direc5ons, depending on what they wanted to accomplish. They found that as long as what 

the users saw on the screen was well aligned with the movements they made that the 

interac5ons with the map, head-based interac5ons allowed for more efficient and effec5ve 

naviga5on (Rudi et al., 2016). 

 

Zhou and Bai (2023) argue that it is necessary to approach the design of natural gesture 

interac5on from the user’s perspec5ve to improve user acceptance and user experience. 

Further men5oning that many other studies, such as the study by Rudi et al. (2016), chose a 

more efficient approach by gevng input from experts rather than user-centered. In the study 

by Zhou and Bai (2023), they inves5gate users’ natural means of gestures when interac5ng 

with 2D maps in HMDs in mul5ple sizes using far-interac5on. All the par5cipants used hand 

interac5ons but found that the interac5ons varied based on the size of the maps. Generally, 

they used larger physical movements if the maps were larger. They focused especially on 

zooming-, rota5on-, and panning gestures. In the smallest maps, they found that it was most 

common for the par5cipants to gesture with only one hand, either with their en5re hand or 

only their index finger (and thumb when zooming) in pinching and swiping mo5ons. In the 

mid-sized and big maps, most par5cipants used their en5re hand when zooming, and many 

started using two hands to zoom. Many par5cipants also started using two hands to rotate. 

The par5cipants favored using their en5re arm, not just the hand. However, most preferred 

singlehanded interac5on, and the par5cipants used very similar mo5ons for the different 

naviga5ons. They also found that zooming and rota5ng were most widely used when 

naviga5ng, while panning was less frequent (Zhou & Bai, 2023). Figure 5 illustrates the most 

frequent hand gestures in the different-sized maps. 
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Figure 5 – Example of the most used hand gestures in different map sizes, from A-F, where A is the smallest and F the largest 

(Zhou & Bai, 2023). 

 

In a study by Yang et al. (2020), they explore different approaches to visualize data using 

maps in VR. The data they visualize is a popula5on density by state in the USA. They explore 

2D choropleth maps and 3D prism maps to determine the beoer way to represent area-

linked data. Choropleth maps use different colors that illustrate different values. Prism maps 

illustrate values by displaying differences in eleva5on. They found that par5cipants were 

more accurate when using the prism map and that they preferred a colored prism map. 

However, par5cipants worked faster with the choropleth map. Addi5onally, prism maps can 

cause occlusion, meaning that eleva5ons can hide parts of the map behind, which raised 

some concerns among some par5cipants. To sa5sfy all needs, they created Tilt Map. It 
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combines the maps, where the par5cipants can choose how they want to view it. When the 

map faces the user ver5cally, displayed in 2D, the user can further 5lt it by moving their hand 

downwards. When the map is 5lted it displays the data in 3D. That way, users can choose 

how they want to display the data at any 5me. They also tested a comparison between Tilt 

Map, a side-by-side view of the maps, and a toggle between the maps. In the tests, they 

found that par5cipants preferred Tilt Map as it gave the users more freedom when 5l5ng and 

rota5ng the map than the other two. Addi5onally, they made it harder to track what they 

were focusing on (Yang et al., 2020). Figure 6 illustrates the func5onality of Tilt map. 

 

   
Figure 6 – Example of how Tilt Map works (Yang et al., 2020). 

 

An example of a solu5on for a 3D map in MR is called HoloMaps, which was made by Taq5le. 

It is an interac5ve holographic 3D map that can overlay real-5me data such as weather, 
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traffic, and geo-tagged tweets. Holomaps includes 200 ci5es and landmarks as 3D models. 

Addi5onally, it can be seen by mul5ple people simultaneously in the same room or remotely 

and offers the possibility to take notes, annota5ons, and drawings in 3D ink. HoloMaps was 

launched in 2016 in the Microsop store (Taq5le, 2016), but Taq5le has stopped the projects 

because of funding issues. It can s5ll be found in the store but will no longer run on HL2.  

 

 
Figure 7 – Two examples of HoloMaps by Taq4le. (Taq4le, 2016) 
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3. Methodology 

 

In this chapter, I will go through the methods used in the MR news project. That includes 

Research through Design (RtD), Par5cipatory Design (PD), Prototyping, Thema5c Analysis 

(TA), and further present an overview of the data collec5on.  

 

 

Research through Design 

 

Research through design (RtD) is a research method that u5lizes prac5ces, methods, and 

processes from design prac5ce in order to gain new knowledge and insights. It is an itera5ve 

process that consistently reevaluates and reframes a problem space. This is done by 

evalua5ng ar5facts that act as suggested solu5ons (Zimmerman & Forlizzi, 2014). RtD is an 

interac5on design research approach that focuses on design ar5facts as results that can 

transform something from the current state to a preferred state. RtD enables the HCI 

research community to handle explora5ve tasks, which is hard to do with science and 

engineering methods (Zimmerman, 2007). Explora5ve tasks can refer to complex problems 

which are hard to define, comprehend and solve. In RtD research the goal is to find an 

op5mal solu5on for the current situa5on and not to discover the truth. RtD depends on 

design methods to approach chao5c situa5ons unsuitable for other methods. It also requires 

that the researchers focus on the future and not the present or past. The ar5fact resul5ng 

from RtD can be seen as a proposi5on for a preferred state or a placeholder that opens a 

new space of design where other designers can beoer define the relevant phenomena. 

Because RtD allows for the explora5on, prototyping, and evalua5on of proposed solu5ons, it 

can provide a deeper understanding of the problem space, leading to beoer solu5ons 

(Zimmerman, 2010). Some RtD prac5ces that can be followed are Koskinen et al. (2011) Lab, 

Field, and Showroom framework. These are based on Rich Interac5on (Lab), Par5cipatory 

Design (Field), and Cri5cal Design (Showroom) (Zimmerman & Forlizzi, 2014). We used 

Par5cipatory design for this project which will be elaborated on in the next sec5on below. 
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Zimmerman and Forlizzi (2014) suggest five steps to carry out an RtD project. Select, design, 

evaluate, reflect and disseminate, and finally repeat. Select involves choosing a research 

problem and what material, context, and target popula5on to focus on. Addi5onally, choose 

one or more RtD prac5ces to follow, Lab, Field, and/or Showroom. Design includes 

conduc5ng a literature review of the state of the art in the design space. Further, explore the 

space by conduc5ng fieldwork such as workshops. Aperward, create a new product/service 

and iterate, evaluate, and cri5que it. Once the ar5fact reaches a sa5sfactory level, it can be 

evaluated in the chosen prac5ce (Lab, Field, or Showroom) and concerning the research 

ques5on. Aper reflec5ng on the data gathered to learn how to improve the ar5fact in the 

next itera5on, the next step is to repeat the process (Zimmerman & Forlizzi, 2014).  

 

 

Par;cipatory Design 

 

Par5cipatory Design (PD) focuses on ac5vely involving users in forming and inves5ga5ng 

design ideas. It is a prac5ce where interdisciplinary teams design systems with future system 

users to increase performance and produc5vity. PD emerged in Scandinavia as workers 

deemed that the IT systems they used were not efficient, and lacked features and flows for 

their work tasks which made the workers unable to reflect their experience and skills 

through these systems. As a reac5on, a new approach to the design was tested where some 

workers, selected by their colleagues, were included in the design process as expert users to 

give insights on work prac5ces in the organiza5on. In this approach, they evolved a system 

itera5vely, working from low-fidelity prototypes to a whole concept. That way, they didn’t 

have to commit to a technology before it was tested through several itera5ons, resul5ng in a 

beoer system for the workers (Zimmerman & Forlizzi, 2014).  

 

Following a field/PD prac5ce usually involves gaining user insights through workshops and 

interviews. It is important to interpret and evaluate the results to understand the users’ 

values and needs, not directly incorporate their ideas in the design. Addi5onally, place a 

working prototype in the field, meaning in the context they are intended to be used, and 

evaluate how it is used and if it brings out the intended behaviors and outcomes 

(Zimmerman & Forlizzi, 2014). 
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The target audience for this study consisted of young adults aged between 20 and 35, who 

are generally more inclined to explore new technologies and possess good digital 

competence. They are also among the early adopters of new technologies (YouGov, 2020). 

Addi5onally, we sought individuals who are interested in new technologies and consume 

news regularly. This demographic aligns with poten5al future users of the MR news system. 

To engage with this target group, we conducted workshops, interviews, and user tes5ng 

throughout the project. Most of the par5cipants who took part met all the criteria of our 

target group, while a few only matched with two. 

 

 

Prototyping 

 

Prototyping is how designers can learn naturally and progressively to discover, create, and 

improve designs. The term prototype is open used to describe an object used in the design 

process. It is used in many fields, such as HCI, to conduct research. There have been many 

different proposi5ons for prototyping techniques, such as low- and high-fidelity prototypes. 

Common among these techniques is that they are mainly used to evaluate the success or 

failure of the designs. Prototyping enables design thinking and should be used for much 

more than just evalua5ng the success and failures of designs (Lim et al., 2008). There has 

been a focus on fidelity mainly as It Is a maoer of cost. In an ar5cle by Lim et al. (2008), they 

argue that a mixed-fidelity approach is more effec5ve, whereas low- and high-fidelity is too 

simple. They propose a framework that they call the Anatomy of Prototypes. In the 

framework, they describe three core principles. Fundamental Prototyping Principle (FPP), 

Economic Principal of Prototyping (EpoP), and Anatomy of Prototypes (AoP). They are 

defined as:   

 

FPP: “Prototyping is an ac5vity with the purpose of crea5ng a manifesta5on that, in 

its simplest form, filters the quali5es in which designers are interested, without 

distor5ng the understanding of the whole” 

EpoP: “The best prototype is one that, in the simplest and the most efficient way, 

makes the possibili5es and limita5ons of a design idea visible and measurable.” 
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AoP: “Prototypes are filters that traverse a design space and are manifesta5ons of 

design ideas that concre5ze and externalize conceptual ideas.” (Lim et al., 2008) 

 

They further explain two aspects of prototypes, Prototypes as Filters (PaF) and Prototypes as 

Manifesta5ons of Design Ideas (PaMoDI). Because design spaces open are vast, it is 

important to map out a concept fully and choose or filter certain parts of the concept to 

focus on. PaF considers five filtering dimensions, appearance, data, func5onality, 

interac5vity, and spa5al structure (Lim et al., 2008).  

 

 
Figure 8 – Examples of each Filtering Dimension (Lim et al., 2008) 

 

PaMoDI describes how prototypes should be executed through three manifesta5on 

dimensions—material, resolu5on, and scope. Material is defined as the medium used to 

create a prototype. Examples of mediums can be physical, paper, or computa5onal, such as 

Figma or Unity. Resolu5on refers to the level of detail or fidelity of the prototype. The scope 

covers what should be manifested in the context (Lim et al., 2008).  

 

 

Thema;c Analysis 

 

We u5lized Thema5c Analysis (TA) to evaluate the data we gathered from the data collec5on. 

TA is a commonly used method for analyzing qualita5ve data and is applicable in various 

research fields and can be combined with many methods for data gathering. Project sample 

size recommenda5ons when using TA are six to fipeen interviews and/or three to six focus 
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groups/workshops (Clarke et al., 2015). Clarke et al. (2015) describe 6 phases of conduc5ng a 

TA. Familiariza5on, coding, searching for themes, reviewing themes, defining and naming 

themes, and wri5ng a report (Clarke et al., 2015).   

 

First, we reviewed all the data we gathered, including transcrip5ons, notes, audio recordings, 

and video recordings. At the same 5me, we highlighted and took notes of interes5ng data. By 

doing this we could ensure we would not forget important informa5on. Further, we would 

code the relevant findings, which means that we made short comments about the various 

findings to describe the findings in concise terms. We did this to find paoerns more easily in 

the findings, which was the next step. To search for themes, we would categorize similar 

codes together. This made it more apparent that there were some frequently appearing 

subjects. Further, we would assess the themes. This way, we could see if some themes were 

similar or should be further divided. Once we had properly reviewed the themes we would 

define and name them. At last, we wrote a report on our findings describing the themes. By 

doing that, we could easily read about our findings when we started a new itera5on, making 

it easier to scope the problem space for the coming itera5on.  

 

 

Data Collec;on 

 

Following the RtD framework illustrated in Figure 9, we would first scope the problem area, 

design a prototype, evaluate it, and reflect on the results, before starting a new iteration. 

Through this framework, we carried out a series of tasks to gather data, which are described 

in table 1-4. 

 

Figure 9 – Research through Design framework. 
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Iteration 

(Ix) 

Phase Method Quantity 

(Duration) 

Description 

I1 Scope Lecture and 

discussion with 

experts 

1 (1 hour) Presentation and discussion led by NRK 

on the state-of-the-art of accessibility on 

their web platform and challenges 

regarding consuming digital news for 

people with different disabilities.  

Expert 

Interviews 

 5 (20 

minutes) 

Semi-structured Interviews with the 

target group   

Design 

process 

Prototyping  Design activities to develop a mock-up in 

HL2. 

Evaluation Use Case 

Workshop 

 5 (30 

minutes) 

Semi-controlled exploration of a mock-up 

of news article in HL2. 

Interviews 5 (30 

minutes) 

Semi-structured interviews where both 

specific parts of the mock-up and 

accessibility aspects and user experience 

were discussed 

Reflection Thematic 

analysis  

  Analyzed results by conducting thematic 

analysis. 

  

Table 1 – Data collection from the first iteration.  

 

Iteration 

(Ix) 

Phase Method Quantity 

(Duration) 

Description 

I2 Scope Review of field 

report from I1 

 
Reviewed the results from I1 in order to 

define a clearer scope. 
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Design 

process 

Designer 

workshop 

1 (1 hour) Design sprint to visualize a design and 

use case. 

Design workshop 2 (40 

minutes) 

The participants read an article and 

create a concept on how it would be 

experienced in AR and visualize it by 

drawing it on paper. Then a mental 

walkthrough of the concepts. 

Evaluation Concept-

demonstration 

2 (20 

minutes) 

Demonstration and discussing the 

designs produced in the designer 

workshop. 

Reflection Thematic 

analysis  

  Analyzed results by conducting thematic 

analysis. 

  

Table 2 – Data collection from the second iteration.  

 

Iteration 

(Ix) 

Phase Method Quantity 

(Duration) 

Description 

I3 Scope Review of field 

report from I2 

 
Reviewed the results from I1 and I2 

in order to define a clearer scope. 

Design 

process 

Prototyping 
 

Exploring potential approaches and 

framing the scope of the prototype 

(MVP) from the findings from I2.  

Prototyping: 

development 

sprint 

 
Implementing design decisions from 

the design process. 

Evaluation User evaluation of 

prototype 

3 (30 

minutes) 

User test of the prototype. The users 

were all tasked to read the article 

and explore the prototype.  
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Interview 3 (30 

minutes) 

Semi-structured interviews regarding 

the user experience of the 

prototype.  

Reflection Thematic analysis  
 

Analyzed results by conducting 

thematic analysis. 

  

Table 3 – Data collection from the third iteration.  

 

Iteration 

(Ix) 

Phase Method Quantity 

(Duration) 

Description 

I4 Scope Review of field 

report from I3 

 
Reviewing findings from the last 

workshops and interviews to prepare the 

scope for the last iteration of prototype 

development. 
 

Design 

process 

Design 

workshop 

 
Evaluated both the system as a whole 

and each component using the findings 

from the last evaluation.  

Prototyping: 

development 

sprint 

 
Implementing functionality and design, 

grounded in the results from the design 

workshop. 

Evaluation User evaluation 

of prototype 

7 (30 

minutes) 

The users were given two tasks: first they 

read the article and explored the 

prototype, then they were asked to 

adjust the set-up to their own liking. As 

they did both tasks, they were asked to 

“think-out-loud”.  

Interview and 

discussion 

7 (30 

minutes) 

Semi-structured interviews consisting of 

going through each component of the 

prototype, then moving on to questions 
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regarding self-assessment, and more 

general questions regarding the user 

experience.  

Reflection Thematic 

analysis  

 
Analyzed results by conducting thematic 

analysis. 

  

Table 4 – Data collection from the fourth iteration.  
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4. Prototyping Process 

 

In order to execute the prac5cal component of this research, which entailed the prototyping 

process, a collabora5ve effort was undertaken with a co-student named Fay. Our shared 

objec5ve was to develop a prototype that could cater to the requirements of our respec5ve 

studies. The prototype adopted a comprehensive approach, with the aim of inves5ga5ng 

how news ar5cles could be adapted in Mixed Reality (MR) to enhance accessibility, 

par5cularly for users with dyslexia, while also incorpora5ng map-based storytelling. Ini5ally, I 

was conduc5ng research on the integra5on of maps into news content within mixed reality 

environments, with the goal of enhancing text comprehension for individuals with dyslexia. 

However, as my work progressed, my focus shiped towards how we can design map-based 

interac5ons in Mixed Reality for visual storytelling. 

  

Throughout the prototyping process, a total of four itera5ons were conducted. Each itera5on 

adhered to a structured framework encompassing four dis5nct stages: Scope, Design 

process, Evalua5on, and Reflec5on. Across these itera5ons, we ac5vely engaged with sixteen 

par5cipants. One par5cipant contributed to all four itera5ons, whereas three par5cipants 

took part in two itera5ons each. 

 

 

Itera;on 1 

 

During this itera5on, our focus was primarily directed towards the ini5al scoping of the 

project's problem space. To accomplish this, we employed a simple prototype and carried 

out a series of five user test evalua5ons. The purpose of these evalua5ons was twofold: to 

assess the viability of the concept and to determine the appropriate course of ac5on moving 

forward. 
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Scope  

 

 
 

The news media, such as NRK, is consistently striving to enhance the conveyance of news 

ar5cles in order to make them more entertaining, comprehensible, and accessible. During 

the ini5al phase of our project, NRK, along with a few other organiza5ons, delivered a 

presenta5on and lecture on a research area they were keen to explore further. They sought 

feedback from individuals with cogni5ve disabili5es, par5cularly those struggling with 

dyslexia, who expressed difficul5es in reading certain ar5cles, typically those featuring 

numerous anima5ons and moving text. To gain a deeper understanding of this issue, we 

aoended a lecture conducted by experts on dyslexia from Dysleksi Norge, where our 

inquiries were addressed. This endeavor enabled us to comprehend the daily struggles 

experienced by dyslexic individuals and their coping mechanisms. 

 

The complexity of this problem space piqued our interest. Further, we iden5fied the 

poten5al benefits of employing Head-Mounted Displays (HMDs) as a tool to enhance 

accessibility for individuals with dyslexia. By incorpora5ng more visual learning 

opportuni5es, encompassing immersive, interac5ve, and mul5sensory experiences, this 

technology has the poten5al to augment comprehension for this specific popula5on. We 

centered our efforts on news ar5cles containing geographical informa5on, recognizing the 

advantages of integra5ng maps to improve comprehension for individuals with dyslexia. To 

further inves5gate this concept, we have embarked on crea5ng a prototype and conduc5ng 

interviews and workshops involving individuals with dyslexia, as well as regular news 

consumers and interac5on designers. The goal of this itera5on was to gather important 

informa5on that could help us improve and make progress. 
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Design Process 

 

 
 

Given our limited prior knowledge of MR, it became impera5ve for us to gain firsthand 

experience with this emerging technology in order to comprehend its func5onality and 

explore its poten5al applica5ons. To facilitate this process, we used the MRTK (Mixed Reality 

Toolkit) examples hub. This approach enabled us to develop an understanding of MR 

technology and served as a steppingstone for further inves5ga5ons in our research. 

 

 
Figure 10 - Example of 3D models from MRTK examples hub, hand interac4ons. 

 
In order to comprehend the capabili5es of HL2, we conducted a series of experiments 

encompassing its poten5al applica5ons in produc5vity, gaming, and leisure ac5vi5es. To 

assess its produc5vity features, we subs5tuted a laptop with a mouse and keyboard setup, 

evalua5ng the extent to which the HL2 device could facilitate efficient work tasks. In the 

gaming context, we explored the level of interac5vity and immersion it offered to enhance 

the gaming experience. Furthermore, we inves5gated the suitability of the HL2 for leisure 

ac5vi5es, par5cularly focusing on news reading, casual browsing, and video watching. In this 
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regard, we examined both near-hand and far-hand interac5ons. Near-interac5on involves 

physical contact with virtual holograms, while far-interac5on allows for remote interac5on. 

For far-interac5on, when a hologram was at a specific distance from the hand, white 

"poin5ng lines" appear from the 5p of the hand, serving as an extension of the hand for 

interac5on. To interact with holograms in far interac5on, users have to use a "pinch" gesture 

by pressing the thumb and index finger together. To click, the user taps the fingers together 

while keeping them together to grab. 

 

Throughout these experimenta5on sessions, we gathered valuable insights that guided the 

development of our prototype, with a specific focus on exploring the benefits of an 

interac5ve map that would highlight loca5ons men5oned in ar5cles featuring substan5al 

geographic informa5on. 

 

Aper extensive brainstorming, sketching, and exploring the HL2 device, we reached the 

decision to integrate NRK news ar5cles into the HL2 browser. Addi5onally, we downloaded 

an interac5ve map and posi5oned it adjacent to the news ar5cle on the right-hand side. To 

facilitate ease of comprehension, we included pins on all the loca5ons referenced in the 

news ar5cle. The prototype, showcasing these features, can be observed in Figure 12. 
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Figure 11 - Example of the prototype, the ar4cle is on the le^ side and the map on the right. 

 

 

Evalua3on 

 

 
 

To evaluate the effec5veness of our prototype, we conducted a series of five expert 

interviews with two dis5nct target groups. The first group consisted of individuals diagnosed 

with dyslexia. Since our primary objec5ve was to explore how MR technology could assist 

individuals with dyslexia, we sought direct insights from poten5al future users within this 

group. The second target group encompassed the par5cipants described in the par5cipatory 

design sec5on, who were selected to provide broader perspec5ves and input. 

 

To ensure a conducive environment for the interviews, we secured the "Forsknings lab" and 

"Seminar 2" rooms at Media City Bergen. Prior to the scheduled interviews, we allocated half 

an hour for prepara5on to ensure all technical aspects were properly set up. Two roles were 
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designated for the interview process - the lead interviewer and the technical interviewer - 

with a rota5on between the two roles aper each interview. The lead interviewer conducted 

the interviews, while the technical interviewer was responsible for arranging the technical 

equipment and guiding par5cipants through the user tes5ng phase in the HL2 device. 

 

The interview process was divided into three dis5nct parts. Firstly, we conducted a 

background interview to gather relevant informa5on regarding the par5cipants' prior 

experience with news and XR. Aperward, par5cipants were asked to read a news ar5cle on a 

laptop, which served as a basis for discussion and allowed us to explore their diverse 

experiences. Following this, a test session in the HL2 was administered, during which 

par5cipants spent approximately 10 minutes familiarizing themselves with the technology 

through a semi-guided session in the MRTK examples hub, specifically the hand interac5on 

demonstra5on. For par5cipants who exhibited hesita5on or had not aoempted specific 

interac5ons, we provided sugges5ons and guidance. Aper the familiariza5on phase, 

par5cipants tested our prototype by reading the ar5cle within the HL2 device. Finally, a semi-

structured interview was conducted to gather feedback on their experience, and the data 

collected was analyzed using thema5c analysis methods. 

 

 

Reflec3on 

 

 

 

Upon analyzing the interviews, several recurring themes emerged, shedding light on 

important aspects of the par5cipants' experiences. These themes included learning curve 

and naviga5on issues, stress and distrac5on, map-related challenges, general posi5ve 

feedback, and user insights regarding future development. 

 

All par5cipants were novice users with limited or no prior experience with XR technologies in 

general. They highlighted the ini5al adjustment period required to become accustomed to 
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the HL2 device, given its significant divergence from their daily technological interac5ons. 

However, some par5cipants expressed op5mism that with 5me and familiarity, they would 

become proficient in naviga5ng the technology, ul5mately leading to an improved user 

experience. Moreover, it was noted that a learning curve is expected with any new 

technology, and this should not be perceived solely as a nega5ve aspect. 

 

Naviga5on in the HL2 posed challenges for all par5cipants, primarily due to technical 

limita5ons coupled with their lack of familiarity with the device. Familiarizing themselves 

with the various hand gestures required 5me and prac5ce, as par5cipants open needed to 

exaggerate their movements for the HL2 to register them accurately. This led to instances 

where par5cipants uninten5onally performed gestures, causing the device to register ac5ons 

that were not intended. Addi5onally, par5cipants encountered situa5ons where the HL2 

interpreted gestures differently from their intended ac5ons, preven5ng them from achieving 

the desired outcome. 

 

The naviga5on difficul5es experienced by par5cipants proved to be highly distrac5ng. Some 

par5cipants expressed a degree of anxiety, fearing that excessive interac5on might lead to 

errors. Furthermore, four par5cipants encountered issues related to scrolling within the 

ar5cle, with the page con5nuously scrolling or uninten5onally highligh5ng text. These 

challenges resulted from the HL2's failure to register the release of a pinch gesture or 

uninten5onal double-tapping. Par5cipants also found the scrolling process physically 

straining, and some men5oned difficul5es in reading the text on the screen, which 

contributed to increased distrac5on. Par5cipants expressed concerns about the format of the 

ar5cle, sta5ng that u5lizing the same format as on a laptop led to unfamiliar naviga5on 

methods and added noise and distrac5ons. Overall, par5cipants emphasized the need for 

improved naviga5on to enhance the user experience. 

 

Despite the challenges encountered, par5cipants generally acknowledged the posi5ve 

impact of the map feature. They found it useful for visualizing the ar5cle's content, 

enhancing immersion. However, par5cipants also faced issues with the map, similar to those 

experienced with the browser, as it was designed for laptops and not op5mized for the 

interac5ve nature of the HL2. Par5cipants highlighted difficul5es related to small buoons and 
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markers, accidental touch-triggering of pop-ups, and a lack of connec5on between the map 

and the ar5cle. Some par5cipants even overlooked the map en5rely, as their focus remained 

solely on scrolling through the ar5cle. 

 

Par5cipants provided numerous sugges5ons for improving the user experience in future 

developments, par5cularly addressing the technical limita5ons of the HL2. These sugges5ons 

included enhancing hand gesture recogni5on, making gestures more dis5nguishable, 

improving the Field Of View (FOV) for beoer visibility, and developing a more compact 

headset. While certain limita5ons could not be directly resolved, these insights provided 

valuable guidance for poten5al solu5ons in future itera5ons. Par5cipants also emphasized 

the importance of legibility and dynamic interac5ons between the map and the ar5cle's 

content. They expressed a desire for news ar5cles to be beoer tailored to the plaZorm. 

 

Our observa5ons revealed that the browser in the HL2 device posed significant challenges 

for par5cipants when it came to interac5on. Its design, which was originally intended for 

laptop/desktop use, proved to be poorly suited for HL2. Therefore, many design choices 

failed to accommodate the interac5ve nature of the HL2's interac5on methods. This 

mismatch between the browser's design and the HL2's capabili5es hindered par5cipants' 

ability to navigate and interact with the system effec5vely. It became evident that 

par5cipants would be more inclined to u5lize a system that featured beoer adapta5on to the 

HL2 plaZorm, offering seamless usability with minimal physical strain. 

 

Furthermore, we noted that visual displays, par5cularly the interac5ve map, played an 

important role in enhancing the user experience. The majority of par5cipants expressed that 

the presence of the map facilitated their comprehension of the accompanying text. By 

visually connec5ng geographical loca5ons men5oned in the ar5cle, the map contributed to a 

beoer understanding of the contextual informa5on. However, it is worth no5ng that 

improvements can be made to enhance the connec5on between the map and the 

storytelling in the ar5cle, warran5ng considera5on in future developments. 
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Itera;on 2 

 
In this itera5on, a total of three design workshops were conducted to prototype. In the ini5al 

workshop (W1), only Fay and I par5cipated as the sole aoendees. Subsequently, the second 

workshop (W2) and the third workshop (W3) were carried out with valuable contribu5on of 

domain experts. Specifically, W2 involved the par5cipa5on of three IT experts, while W3 

benefited from the insights and exper5se of four interac5on design experts. 

 

 

Scope 

 

 
 

The primary objec5ve of this itera5on entails exploring diverse design alterna5ves and 

determining the elements to be incorporated while developing a prototype through the 

u5liza5on of Unity. To confine the scope of this phase, we conducted a retrospec5ve analysis 

of our reflec5ons from itera5on 1. Since users demonstrated a favorable response towards 

the map and acknowledged the u5lity of visual displays, our focus is on inves5ga5ng 

methods to enhance the integra5on of the map within the storytelling aspect of the ar5cle. 

Moreover, we aim to ascertain how the map can be designed to amplify immersion and 

engagement.  

 

Addi5onally, we aim to iden5fy other visual displays that may offer advantages and explore 

effec5ve presenta5on techniques. Furthermore, we seek to explore possibili5es concerning 

naviga5on and interac5on and define appropriate implementa5on strategies. To accomplish 

these objec5ves, we collaborated with IT and interac5on design experts in a series of design 

workshops. During these sessions, we engaged in design ac5vi5es employing tradi5onal pen 

and paper approaches to outline and deliberate poten5al solu5ons. 
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Design Process 

 

 
 

The progression involved the organiza5on of three sequen5al workshops denoted as W1, 

W2, and W3, wherein design ac5vi5es were executed through the medium of paper 

sketches. These workshops aimed to cul5vate concrete ideas that could be thoroughly 

deliberated and considered for the subsequent advancement of the prototype. 

 

W1 was exclusively conducted by Fay and myself, mo5vated by two primary reasons. Firstly, 

we sought to establish our individual thoughts and ideas pertaining to the system's poten5al 

inclusions and visual representa5on. Furthermore, this exclusivity enabled us to establish a 

mutual understanding and consensus on the system's envisioned characteris5cs, as well as 

contemplate poten5al solu5ons. This preliminary workshop served as a founda5on to beoer 

equip us for incorpora5ng addi5onal par5cipants in subsequent workshops. Secondly, we 

aimed to gain firsthand experience of the design ac5vi5es that would be undertaken with the 

workshop par5cipants. Through tes5ng these ac5vi5es ourselves, we had the opportunity to 

assess their effec5veness and make necessary adjustments beforehand. During W1, two 

exercises were carried out. Ini5ally, we engaged in a ten-minute session of individual 

sketching, where we rapidly translated our visualiza5on ideas for the ar5cle's design onto 

paper, focusing on capturing concepts rather than intricate details. Subsequently, we 

expounded upon and discussed our respec5ve concepts, leading to the second exercise, 

which involved reaching a consensus on the crucial features to be priori5zed in the 

subsequent development stages of the prototype. 
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Figure 12 - Sketches made by Fay (top) and me (bo`om) in W1. 

 

During W2, three IT professionals working in the IT department at UiB ac5vely par5cipated, 

while W3 involved the engagement of four master's students specializing in media and 

interac5on design. The primary objec5ve of the ini5al design ac5vity was for the par5cipants 

to visually ar5culate their envisioned presenta5on of the ar5cle within HL2, aiming to 

enhance comprehension. Each par5cipant was allocated ten minutes to sketch their concept 

design, followed by an explana5on of their respec5ve designs. 
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Subsequently, extensive discussions were conducted to explore the diverse solu5ons 

proposed by the par5cipants, with a specific focus on combining the most promising ideas 

into a unified concept. 

 

Two examples of the sketches generated by the par5cipants in W2 and W3 are visually 

documented in Figure 14. A majority of the concept ideas revolved around the incorpora5on 

of some form of map representa5on. These ranged from 2D maps, 3D maps, and globes in 

varying orienta5ons, with most including map markers. These map-centric designs were 

generally complemented by addi5onal elements such as text boxes, images, 360-degree 

scene views, metadata boxes, figures, and interac5ve objects. For instance, an example 

depicted in Figure 14 showcased a thermometer that illustrated the current state of a river in 

terms of temperature. Users could adjust the thermometer to explore how the river 

appeared in the past with lower temperatures, as well as project future scenarios with 

increased temperatures. Various interac5on modali5es were also proposed, including hand 

gestures, eye-gaze tracking, and speech interac5on. 

 

In the subsequent task, par5cipants engaged in a comprehensive discussion on how to 

combine the most favorable features from their individual designs into a single solu5on. The 

suggested solu5on entailed the inclusion of a textual screen presen5ng the ar5cle content, 

accompanied by a horizontally posi5oned interac5ve 3D map. This map would dynamically 

display narra5ve elements, such as floods or droughts in rivers, through engaging 

anima5ons. Users would have control over the anima5ons by u5lizing a slider, enabling them 

to observe the effects over 5me and adjust the pacing. The map should inherently possess 

interac5vity, while simultaneously aligning with the progress and storyline of the ar5cle. 

Supplementary informa5on would be accessible through metadata boxes, facilita5ng further 

explora5on. Addi5onally, the ar5cle would incorporate images, videos, and anima5ons to 

immerse users and provide visualiza5ons of the map elements and corresponding textual 

content. 
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Figure 13 - Examples of sketches from par4cipants in the first exercise. 

 

 

Evalua3on 

 

 
 

The organiza5on of the workshops followed a structured framework encompassing three 

dis5nct parts. Part one entailed an introductory session aimed at familiarizing the 

par5cipants with the problem space and HL2. Considerable 5me was dedicated to explaining 

the underlying technology, providing the par5cipants with a comprehensive understanding of 

the design possibili5es inherent to the medium and its interac5ve nature. 

  

In part two, par5cipants were presented with a news ar5cle, which they read either on a 

laptop or a smartphone. The selected ar5cle focused on the ramifica5ons of climate change 

and encompassed numerous geographical references and visual elements, such as images. 

This deliberate choice aimed to encourage the par5cipants to contemplate design 

considera5ons specific to news ar5cles that incorporate substan5al geographic informa5on. 

By providing a shared scenario, par5cipants were able to align their thinking and generate 

design choices per5nent to this context. 
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The third and final part encompassed the sharing our ini5al concepts and sketches, followed 

by a collabora5ve discussion with the par5cipants. During this discussion, concepts were 

compared, and a collec5ve understanding of the desired features, presenta5on methods, 

and crucial considera5ons for such systems was developed. Subsequently, the gathered data 

underwent thema5c analysis to extract meaningful insights and paoerns. 

 

 

Reflec3on 

 

 

 

Upon conduc5ng an analysis of the workshops, several recurring themes emerged, namely 

the nature of news consump5on, interac5ve explora5on, and accessibility. 

 

The nature of news consump5on refers to how individuals prefer to consume news content. 

Our findings indicated that our target demographic of young adults seeks quick informa5on 

acquisi5on, open limited to reading headlines, par5cularly when accessing news on mobile 

devices, which is frequent in their daily lives. Addi5onally, we discovered that some avid 

news readers appreciate the in-depth experience and knowledge gained from reading 

tradi5onal newspapers, as well as the comprehensive overview facilitated by this format. 

However, they noted that they rarely have the 5me to engage in such reading during busy 

weekdays. 

 

When crea5ng news pieces for HL2, it is crucial to consider the preferences of the majority of 

readers who prefer simple and quick news consump5on. "Simple" implies that the content 

should be easily diges5ble without necessita5ng complex interac5ons or movements. 

Simultaneously, "quick" indicates that readers should be able to grasp the essence of an 

ar5cle without having to read it in its en5rety. However, it should be emphasized that 

depending on the media or technology u5lized, a person's preferred method of news 
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consump5on may vary. While some readers may become accustomed to consuming news 

ar5cles with intricate interac5ons, others may prefer tradi5onal news consump5on. 

Therefore, the ques5on arises as to whether readers are willing to invest more 5me in 

ar5cles that demand greater effort or if they prefer a fast-paced, low-effort news 

consump5on experience. 

 

The majority of par5cipants expressed a desire for interac5ve elements to be incorporated 

into the concept, as it enhances the immersive experience. Furthermore, storytelling 

opportuni5es using interac5ve objects were recognized, exemplified by the inclusion of a 

thermostat in one par5cipant's sketch, which vividly demonstrated the impact of a few 

degrees on rivers. Most par5cipants also conceptualized interac5ve maps that illustrated the 

poten5al for explora5on. In both W2 and W3, the concept of explora5on was men5oned 

mul5ple 5mes, signifying the readers' desire to delve deeper into subjects of interest and 

access metadata related to topics discussed in the ar5cle. 

 

Regarding accessibility, par5cipants explored alterna5ve interac5on methods, such as text-

to-speech func5onality, which would allow the ar5cle to be read aloud. This feature would 

enable users to mul5task while consuming news content. Addi5onally, this would free users 

from focusing on the text, allowing them to devote aoen5on to other visual displays that 

support the ar5cle. 

 

Par5cipants also raised concerns about the poten5al impact of excessive interac5vity and 

spa5al requirements. If an ar5cle becomes too interac5ve and demands significant physical 

movement, it could present accessibility challenges for individuals with physical disabili5es. 

Moreover, the user experience would be limited if the ar5cle necessitates usage in a large 

physical space. 
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Itera;on 3 

 

In the current itera5on, a func5onal prototype of MR news was developed using Unity. To 

assess the effec5veness and user experience of the prototype, a series of three workshops 

were conducted, each involving a single par5cipant. 

 

 

Scope  

 

 
 

The primary objec5ve of this itera5on encompassed the development of a fully func5onal 

prototype in HL2 using Unity. The decision to u5lize Unity was driven by the need to 

overcome the limita5ons associated with using a browser and a separate map, as it afforded 

us greater flexibility in designing our own system. Recognizing the significance of cohesive 

storytelling, we sought to establish interconnected components within the prototype. 

 

Upon revisi5ng our insights on news consump5on, we acknowledged the importance of 

ensuring ar5cles are easily comprehensible while enabling readers to explore specific areas 

of interest in greater depth. However, due to constraints such as limited 5me, our limited 

exper5se in building HL2 applica5ons, and the absence of pre-exis5ng plugins, we had to 

scale back some of our more ambi5ous ideas. Nonetheless, we successfully devised a 

solu5on to incorporate the essen5al concepts from Itera5on 2, albeit with reduced fidelity, 

while maintaining their intended purpose. 
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Design Process  

 

 
 

Throughout the itera5ve design process, we conducted thorough reviews of best prac5ces 

and design principles by consul5ng Microsop HL2 documenta5on, as well as resources on 

accessibility and design in Extended Reality (XR). Addi5onally, we explored alterna5ve 

development tools such as Aero, Unreal Engine, and Blender for anima5on purposes. 

Ul5mately, we made the decision to con5nue u5lizing Unity due to the poten5al restric5ons 

imposed by applica5ons like Aero, and the imprac5cality of switching to Unreal Engine aper 

inves5ng significant effort in becoming acquainted with Unity. Moreover, we found that 

crea5ng animated components in Blender was too demanding and 5me-consuming, leading 

us to refrain from using it. 

 

In our quest for suitable prefabs and map integra5ons, we examined op5ons like HoloMaps 

by Taq5le, which aligned with our envisioned requirements. However, aper several aoempts, 

we discovered that most prefabs did not align with our prototype's specifica5ons, as there 

are currently limited prefabs available that are compa5ble with the Mixed Reality Toolkit 

(MRTK). We reached out to Taq5le with hopes of building our solu5on on their 3D map. 

Unfortunately, they encountered funding issues that resulted in significant map-related 

difficul5es, rendering it impossible for us to incorporate their map into our project. We then 

explored the possibility of crea5ng our own interac5ve 3D map integra5on using datasets 

from Google Maps. Although this approach held promise, we decided against pursuing it due 

to the considerable 5me investment required and the absence of guarantee for success or 

viability. Consequently, due to these limita5ons, we redirected our efforts towards enhancing 

our proficiency in Unity and exploring the possibili5es of crea5ng our desired components 

independently. 

 

With a realis5c understanding of what was achievable within the given 5meframe for the 

working prototype, we commenced the process of sketching our ideas for the setup using 
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Figma. To priori5ze the crea5on of a Minimum Viable Product (MVP), we opted for simplicity 

in our chosen components. Specifically, we selected a VG ar5cle on the correla5on between 

global warming and increased occurrences of extreme weather condi5ons worldwide. The 

iden5fied components for inclusion in the prototype encompass a central text box screen, a 

menu screen posi5oned on the lep side, an image screen on the right side, and a 5lted map 

screen along with a metadata screen below. Addi5onally, the ar5cle's headline would be 

posi5oned above the text box screen without a separate screen or background. A visual 

representa5on of the sketch can be seen in Figure 15. 

 

 
Figure 14 - Figma sketch of the prototype layout. 

 

Once we had a well-defined plan for the ar5cle's content and design, we started developing 

the prototype in Unity. The text screen took center stage as the primary component, with the 

other suppor5ng components strategically posi5oned around it. To ensure a seamless 

reading experience, we concealed the buoon borders to prevent interference with the text. 
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The back buoon occupied one-third of the lep side of the screen, while the next buoon 

spanned two-thirds of the right side. This size ra5o was inten5onal, considering that the next 

buoon would be the most frequently used, and its larger size facilitated easy selec5on 

without precise aiming. 

 

To address the challenges some par5cipants faced with scrolling func5onality in the ini5al 

itera5on, we divided the ar5cle into a textbox format, or dynamic slideshow. Breaking the 

ar5cle into smaller sec5ons to make it easier for readers to digest the content. Addi5onally, 

this division allowed for simple synchroniza5on between the suppor5ng screens and the 

text. We also incorporated a progress bar on the text screen, enabling users to track their 

progress within the ar5cle. 

 

The menu component consisted of a textbox posi5oned at the top and buoons 

corresponding to the sub-headlines in the ar5cle. These buoons provided users with a swip 

means of naviga5ng back and forth within the ar5cle by direc5ng them to the first slide of 

each sub-headline. To indicate the ac5ve sub-sec5on, the buoons changed color to white. 

The progress bar and menu served to offer users an overview of the ar5cle's structure and 

facilitate efficient naviga5on. 

 

Images within the prototype changed dynamically to correspond with the informa5on 

displayed on the text screen. Each image was accompanied by descrip5ve text located 

directly below it, providing addi5onal context. The metadata component was linked to the 

text, specifically focusing on the four interviewed scien5sts in the ar5cle. The metadata 

displayed their names and pictures, changed based on the scien5st featured in the current 

text screen. In future ar5cles, the metadata box could poten5ally be u5lized for other 

relevant informa5on or supplemented with an addi5onal metadata box on the opposite side 

of the map. 

 

The map component employed a world map that highlighted loca5ons men5oned in the 

current textbox. However, in this itera5on, the map remained non-interac5ve, with its 

purpose limited to visual representa5on of the geographical content in the text. 
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Figure 15 - Example of the prototype from Workshop 1. 

 

Following the first workshop, we introduced a new buoon posi5oned above the menu, 

allowing for scene manipula5on when ac5vated. This func5onality could toggle on and off, as 

we encountered challenges in adjus5ng the sensi5vity of scene manipula5on. By 

implemen5ng a toggle mechanism, we aimed to minimize user errors associated with this 

feature, intending to refine and improve it in subsequent itera5ons if required. 

 

Furthermore, prior to the second workshop, we made modifica5ons to enhance readability. 

Specifically, we changed the color scheme of the text screen to white and adjusted the text 

color to black. This altera5on aimed to determine whether a white-on-dark or dark-on-white 

color combina5on offered beoer readability for par5cipants. 
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Evalua3on  

 

 
 

To evaluate the prototype, we conducted a series of three workshops, each involving a single 

par5cipant. This approach was chosen to provide par5cipants with firsthand experience of 

HL2, allowing them to become acquainted with the medium and test the prototype. The 

workshops aimed to facilitate discussions on the user experience and iden5fy poten5al areas 

for improvement in the fourth itera5on. 

 

The decision to have only one par5cipant per workshop was primarily due to the limita5on of 

having only one HL2 device available. Including addi5onal par5cipants would have 

necessitated significant wai5ng 5mes of approximately twenty to thirty minutes per 

addi5onal par5cipant. Considering that HL2 is a rela5vely new medium for the par5cipants, 

delays could lead to discomfort and a rushed approach, poten5ally affec5ng the quality of 

the data collected. 

 

Each workshop had a dura5on of approximately one hour, although some sessions extended 

slightly beyond the allocated 5me. 

 

The workshops were structured into three dis5nct parts. The ini5al segment included a brief 

introduc5on to the prototype, its purpose, and an overview of the workshop agenda. 

Addi5onally, a background interview was conducted to assess the par5cipants' familiarity 

with XR and MR technologies, as well as their news consump5on habits. 

 

The second part of the workshop centered around HL2. Par5cipants were ini5ally provided 

with around ten minutes to explore the MRTK examples hub, specifically focusing on hand 

interac5ons to familiarize themselves with the HL2 environment. Aperwards, they engaged 

with and explored the prototype we had developed. 
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The final part consisted of a semi-structured interview and discussion, where par5cipants 

shared their impressions of the prototype, discussed their experience using it, and provided 

sugges5ons for poten5al improvements. The data collected during these discussions would 

then be subjected to thema5c analysis for further analysis and interpreta5on. 

 

 
Figure 16 - Example of the prototype from Workshop 2. 

 

 

Reflec3on 

 

 
 

During the evalua5on of the prototype, several key themes emerged: readability, naviga5on, 

and issues regarding the visual displays. Readability focused on the par5cipants' percep5on 

of the reading experience and poten5al improvements. It encompassed their experience 

with reading the text in the ar5cle and sugges5ons for enhancing the reading experience. 

Naviga5on referred to the users' interac5on with the ar5cle, their struggles, and ideas for 
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improving the interac5ons. Visual displays encompassed standalone components such as the 

map, metadata, and progress bar within the ar5cle. 

 

The par5cipants encountered difficul5es with readability, par5cularly when aoemp5ng to 

observe all objects simultaneously within the scene. One par5cipant aoributed these 

challenges to hardware limita5ons, such as a FOV, low resolu5on, and blurry color 

representa5on. To address the limited FOV, par5cipants scaled down the scene. However, 

they found that the text on the text screen became too small and lacked clarity, requiring 

significant concentra5on to read. Some par5cipants suggested implemen5ng an adjustable 

text size feature to address this issue. Both color combina5ons, white on dark and dark on 

white, posed challenges for readability. 

 

The par5cipants appreciated the immersive and interac5ve reading experience offered by 

HL2, no5ng increased engagement leading to improved memory reten5on, comprehension, 

and focus. However, the ini5al lack of object manipula5on capabili5es in the scene frustrated 

one par5cipant, who desired the ability to scale and move the scene for beoer posi5oning. 

Addi5onally, par5cipants expressed the need to enlarge the scene for improved readability 

without straining their eyes. Because they were new users, par5cipants faced challenges in 

naviga5ng the technology, primarily due to the learning curve and hardware limita5ons. 

Gestures, par5cularly exaggerated mo5ons for selec5on and pinching, proved difficult to 

master. Par5cipants found scene manipula5on too sensi5ve and prone to errors, resul5ng in 

limited use. To address naviga5on issues, the implementa5on of on-click interac5on was 

introduced based on feedback from the first itera5on, which significantly improved user 

experience. Par5cipants expressed interest in alterna5ve naviga5on methods such as voice 

commands and head or gaze tracking. 

 

One par5cipant suggested aligning the menu horizontally to maintain consistency in text 

flow. The placement of arrows for moving between textboxes caused distrac5ons and 

misunderstandings, with par5cipants struggling to aim at them and some5mes 

misinterpre5ng their func5on due to unclear buoon size. 
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The map was deemed useful by par5cipants, aiding orienta5on and helping them remain 

engaged. Par5cipants expressed a desire for interac5ve features, such as zooming in on the 

map when loca5ons are men5oned, as well as the ability to explore and obtain more 

informa5on about selected loca5ons and subjects. Par5cipants also suggested receiving 

no5fica5ons when changes occurred in the map and other visual displays, as they found it 

challenging to keep all screens within their field of view while reading comfortably or 

naviga5ng. 

 

Regarding the metadata screen, par5cipants had similar comments as with the map, desiring 

feedback when the screen changed and reques5ng addi5onal informa5on beyond displaying 

only the image and name of the men5oned scien5sts. 

 

The progress bar concept received posi5ve feedback from all par5cipants as a means of 

staying updated and oriented. However, they provided sugges5ons for improvement. One 

par5cipant felt demo5vated by the numera5on below the progress bar, perceiving it as 

indica5ng a lengthy process. Another par5cipant suggested making the progress bar 

interac5ve and found the current menu imprecise. They drew comparisons to e-books and 

PDFs, where mini page previews offer easy naviga5on and orienta5on, proposing similar 

adapta5ons for the prototype. 

 

 

Itera;on 4 

 

In the fourth and final itera5on improvements were made to the design and naviga5on 

before the prototype was evaluated through a series of seven workshops.  
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Scope  

 

 
 

As this final itera5on approached, a review of my research ques5on (RQ) and a considera5on 

of the desired changes became necessary. To define the problem space, I analyzed the field 

reports from past itera5ons. It became apparent that the integra5on of visual structure and 

naviga5on was crucial in adap5ng news ar5cles to MR environments, while users expressed a 

desire for visual storytelling complemented by interac5ve maps.  

 

To ini5ate the design process, a collabora5ve workshop was organized between Fay and 

myself, allowing us to sketch out and deliberate on various design concepts for the prototype 

before execu5ng the design in a Unity prototype. In order to assess the effec5veness of the 

prototype, workshops were conducted with users from the target group. 

 

 

Design Process  

 

 

 

Prior to commencing any design-related tasks, an extensive literature review was undertaken 

to gain insights into best prac5ces, accessibility considera5ons, and design decisions outlined 

in Microsop HL2 documenta5on, building upon the findings from the third itera5on. The 

documenta5on comprehensively addresses several pain points highlighted by the 

par5cipants in the previous itera5on. For instance, it recommends employing specific color 

schemes, such as white on blue, to mi5gate the limita5ons of HL2's low resolu5on and 

enhance readability (Microsop, 2023). Consequently, we made design choices aligned with 

the recommenda5ons in Microsop's documenta5on to address the issues encountered by 

the par5cipants in the previous itera5on. 
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To establish a clear direc5on for the prototype's design based on our research findings, a 

design workshop was conducted. The workshop served as a plaZorm for discussing and 

refining the design concepts. Various design ac5vi5es were undertaken during the workshop, 

each focusing on different aspects of the prototype. These ac5vi5es involved sketching on 

paper, accompanied by brief explana5ons, with each ac5vity las5ng approximately ten 

minutes. Following the comple5on of each ac5vity, the ideas were presented, and in-depth 

discussions were held to further refine them. The workshop commenced by determining the 

screens and features to be included in the prototype, followed by individual considera5on of 

each component. Finally, all the agreed-upon ideas were combined into a coherent design. 

 

 
Figure 17 - Image from the design workshop. 

 
To address some of the issues iden5fied in the third itera5on of the prototype, such as 

limited FOV, physical strain, and naviga5ng while simultaneously viewing all screens, our 
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focus shiped towards leveraging far interac5on. By emphasizing far-interac5on, we aimed to 

address these challenges, as it offers greater flexibility in scaling and reduces physical strain. 

Addi5onally, we sought to enhance the customiza5on of the ar5cle by enabling users to 

manipulate individual screens and the en5re scene. Simultaneously, we improved the 

manipula5on interac5on through the implementa5on of a script that reduced interac5on 

sensi5vity and restricted screen rota5on in specific direc5ons to maintain their alignment. To 

enhance usability, we eliminated the toggle buoon, which proved inconvenient for users, and 

introduced top bars for all screens. Users can now manipulate screens by grabbing their 

respec5ve top bars. Placing the 5tle in a top bar posi5oned above the ar5cle allows users to 

manipulate the en5re scene. This design choice aims to separate func5onality from the 

screen content, enabling users to touch the screens without inadvertently triggering 

manipula5on. This approach aligns with the current standard in HL2 screens. 

 

Furthermore, interac5ve elements were incorporated into the map, providing users with the 

opportunity to access addi5onal informa5on about specific loca5ons impacted by events 

men5oned in the ar5cle. To accommodate this func5onality, a new screen was added, 

featuring text, pictures, or illustra5ons to convey relevant details. The design of the 

prototype is visually depicted in Figure 19. 
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Figure 18 - Example of moving individual screens in the prototype. 

 
 
Evalua3on  

 

 
 

We conducted a series of seven evalua5on workshops, each with one par5cipant. Notably, all 

three par5cipants from the third itera5on also par5cipated in this itera5on. Prior to the 

evalua5ons, we provided a brief introduc5on to our projects and presented the prototype to 

the par5cipants. The evalua5on process encompassed three dis5nct parts. 

 

The first part consisted of a short interview aimed at gaining insights into the par5cipants' 

news consump5on habits and their familiarity with XR and MR technologies. 
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In the second part, par5cipants engaged with HL2, star5ng with familiarizing themselves with 

gestures through the use of MRTK examples hub, hand interac5ons. We specifically focused 

on teaching them how to u5lize far-interac5on and manipulate objects similar to those in the 

prototype. Our objec5ve was to ensure that par5cipants were comfortable and acquainted 

with the necessary gestures before proceeding. On average, this familiariza5on process took 

approximately ten minutes. Subsequently, par5cipants were assigned tasks. During these 

tasks, we encouraged par5cipants to vocalize their thoughts, known as "thinking out loud," 

sharing their observa5ons, struggles, preferences, and any other feedback related to the 

prototype. This approach allowed us to capture their ini5al and evolving thoughts on the 

prototype. The first task involved reading and exploring the ar5cle, while the second task 

entailed adjus5ng the layout to their preferences, including scaling, moving, and 5l5ng the 

components, accompanied by explana5ons for their choices. Following this, we presented 

two alterna5ve layouts that we had designed to s5mulate discussion regarding the pros and 

cons of the four layouts: the original, par5cipant-modified, and the two alterna5ves we 

proposed. Addi5onally, we individually assessed each component of the prototype with the 

par5cipants, seeking insights into how they influenced the overall user experience. 

Par5cipants were then asked to rate the components and provide feedback on any missing or 

redundant elements. 

 

In the third and final part of the evalua5on, par5cipants were asked to self-assess their 

experience in reading an ar5cle in this format, including their level of reten5on. 

Furthermore, we engaged in a discussion focused on the user experience, exploring topics 

such as their thoughts on having all the content readily available and their experiences with 

the interac5ve nature of the medium. 
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Reflec3on 

 

 
 

Through our analysis, we have iden5fied recurring main themes in our study, namely Ease of 

Use, Interac5vity and Accessibility, Focus and Orienta5on, and Personaliza5on.  

  

The theme of Ease of Use can be divided into three categories: Learning Curve, System 

Acceptance, and Technology Acceptance. Learning curve refers to the par5cipants' ini5al 

struggles in adap5ng to the new technology, including unfamiliar naviga5on and interface. 

Technology acceptance measures the par5cipants' overall experience with the technology, 

specifically the MR system as a whole and the HL2 device. System acceptance focuses on the 

par5cipant's experience with the prototype we created. 

 

Our findings indicate that all par5cipants encountered a steep learning curve due to the 

novelty of the technology and unfamiliar naviga5on. However, with some trial and error, they 

were able to adapt and learn quickly. Naviga5on was a common challenge, with par5cipants 

accidentally clicking and experiencing difficulty in naviga5on gestures. Nonetheless, some 

par5cipants found it surprisingly easy to learn. Notably, par5cipants who had previous 

experience with HL2 in the third itera5on were more comfortable, experienced fewer 

challenges, and easily corrected any errors. They also men5oned that the naviga5on in this 

prototype was significantly beoer and easier compared to the third itera5on. 

 

Par5cipants expressed excitement and enthusiasm for the technology, par5cularly 

apprecia5ng the situa5onal awareness provided by HL2 and MR. They considered MR to be 

more appealing than virtual reality (VR) as it offers more casual immersive experiences and 

the poten5al to become a part of everyday life beyond gaming. However, the par5cipants 

men5oned hardware limita5ons of HL2, such as the bulky headset, narrow FOV, low 

resolu5on, and accuracy issues in registering gestures as hindrances for regular use. 
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Regarding accessibility, categories that emerged include readability, physical strain, 

alterna5ve naviga5on, and system feedback. Par5cipants provided feedback on readability, 

emphasizing that the text size was consistently too small. Although the prototype allowed 

scaling of the scene and individual screens, the narrow FOV of HL2 made it challenging to see 

all screens simultaneously, affec5ng text size. Par5cipants suggested increasing the default 

text size or implemen5ng a manual text sizing func5on. However, these solu5ons present 

design trade-offs, such as fivng less text on each screen or requiring scrolling or addi5onal 

space for upscaling. Other accessibility sugges5ons included voice commands, text-to-

speech, and eye-gaze interac5on, but par5cipants expressed a desire to keep using hand 

interac5on.  

 

Par5cipants also desired more system feedback, sugges5ng the inclusion of "on-hover" 

effects for buoons to indicate selec5on without obstruc5ng the text on the screen. They 

men5oned difficul5es in maintaining focus due to the limited FOV and the need to constantly 

look around at each screen for changes. To address this, par5cipants suggested increasing 

the text size or the rela5ve size of the text screen to allow a greater distance from the scene. 

Several par5cipants noted that constantly shiping their gaze between the screens became 

physically straining to their necks. They also expressed interest in receiving no5fica5ons 

when changes occurred.  

 

In terms of the map, par5cipants found it helpful for maintaining orienta5on and requested 

more frequent updates synchronized with the text. However, they also expressed a desire for 

the map to play a more prominent role in the storytelling process and be updated more 

frequently alongside the text. Some par5cipants preferred a 5lted map to enhance the 

authen5city of an actual map, while others suggested a flat map surface if not for the FOV 

limita5ons. Par5cipants valued personaliza5on op5ons, allowing them to op5mize the setup 

based on their preferences and focus on specific screens. They varied in their preferences for 

different screens, with the text screen consistently considered important, and opinions on 

other screens such as picture and map metadata varying. 

 

When par5cipants were requested to propose improvements to the scene layout according 

to their own preferences. The majority of the par5cipants only made minor adjustments, 
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such as changing sizes and 5l5ng screens, without significantly altering the overall layout 

flow. Many par5cipants expressed that they felt the exis5ng layout was already natural. 

Nonetheless, when we presented some layout op5ons that we had created, most 

par5cipants found the first layout op5on (LO1) to be somewhat beoer (see Figure 19). In 

LO1, the 3D space was u5lized more effec5vely, with the picture scaled up and placed in the 

background. The text screen size was approximately doubled, and the map and map 

metadata were posi5oned on the right side, where the picture was originally located in the 

layout. The par5cipants par5cularly appreciated LO1 because it made it much easier to view 

the scene within the FOV due to the increased size of the text screen. Addi5onally, the 

picture had a greater impact, enhancing the immersive experience. Moreover, par5cipants 

found it possible to perceive the mood of the picture without explicitly focusing on it, solely 

by having it within their peripheral view. Some comments were made about the map, 

men5oning that it felt less significant and slightly more difficult to see and interact with. 

However, others men5oned that they did not encounter any issues, especially considering 

the simplicity of the map in this prototype. One advantage of placing the map beside the text 

screen, rather than below it, is that the FOV in HL2 is beoer suited for horizontal rather than 

ver5cal viewing. Interes5ngly, all par5cipants rated LO2 as the least preferable alterna5ve. In 

LO2, the map is posi5oned in the background next to the picture, and the map metadata is 

placed beside the textbox. The reason for the par5cipants' dissa5sfac5on with LO2 was that 

including the map in the background somewhat diminished the immersive effect of the 

picture and made interac5ng with the map more challenging. Furthermore, they men5oned 

that LO2 felt more disorganized and lacked a natural flow. 
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Figure 19 - Example of layout op4on 1. 

 
 
MR news 
 

MR news (Figure 21) is the resul5ng prototype of the prototyping process described above. 

This prototype serves as a demonstra5on of how a news ar5cle, par5cularly one 

encompassing mul5ple geographical loca5ons, can be adapted for MR experiences. The 

development of MR news involved the u5liza5on of Unity and the Mixed Reality Tool Kit 

(MRTK), a Microsop framework specifically designed for crea5ng MR applica5ons for HL2. 

MRTK provides prefabs of commonly used HL2 components and behavior scripts, 

streamlining the sopware development process. 

 

The interface of MR news consists of several components, with the primary ones being a text 

screen accompanied by a progress bar directly beneath it, a picture screen, a text-metadata 

screen, an interac5ve map screen, and a map-metadata screen. All these different 

components are con5nuously displayed, enabling readers to access addi5onal informa5on as 

needed. Each screen includes a top bar, which allows users to manipulate individual screens 

according to their preferences. The 5tle bar, situated above the screens, serves as a top bar 

for the en5re setup, facilita5ng simultaneous manipula5on of all components. Users can 
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move, scale, and rotate the screens both horizontally and ver5cally. Addi5onally, all the top 

bars incorporate a follow func5on, enabling users to select specific screens or all screens to 

be visible in any orienta5on. The 5tle bar also includes a reset buoon, which conveniently 

resets the layout, offering a "fresh start" with minimal effort. The prototype is intended for 

use with far-interac5on, as it allows for more content within the FOV, and far-interac5on is 

less physically demanding than near-interac5on. 

 

The MR news prototype employs a dynamic slideshow as a visual storytelling genre, ensuring 

linear progression through a sequence of slides. The ar5cle text is presented on the text 

screen to enhance focus on one small sec5on of text at a 5me. This approach also facilitates 

the connec5on between visible elements and the corresponding text. The text-metadata, 

picture, and map dynamically change as users navigate through the prototype. The picture 

changes with each slide, the text-metadata changes when different individuals speak, and 

the map changes for each new sub-headline. Naviga5on through the text can be 

accomplished by clicking on the text screen (with a back buoon occupying 1/3 of the lep 

screen and a next buoon occupying 2/3 of the right screen) or by using the progress bar. The 

progress bar provides users with an overview of the ar5cle and enables them to navigate 

through it. Each square on the progress bar func5ons as a buoon that leads to a specific 

screen in the text. These buoons are grouped according to the ar5cle's sub-headlines, 

resul5ng in the progress bar comprising five smaller progress bars. Hovering over a buoon 

provides users with a preview of the corresponding screen. A light blue color indicates that a 

screen has been read, while a white buoon signifies the currently displayed screen, and a 

dark blue color indicates an unread screen. 

 

The map maintains a consistent orienta5on throughout the experience to provide readers 

with a con5nuous overview. However, the highlighted areas and buoons on the map change 

for each sub-headline. When the ar5cle focuses on heat waves, the map highlights the 

affected loca5ons, and buoons appear. By pressing these buoons, readers can update the 

map-metadata screen with informa5on pertaining to the selected area and how it has been 

impacted by the heat waves described in the ar5cle. The map-metadata screen comprises a 

text box containing relevant informa5on and a picture or figure that further illustrates the 

situa5on. 
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The picture screen changes with each slide and represent elements men5oned in the current 

text screen. Accompanying each picture is a descrip5ve image text that describes the visual 

content depicted. This feature plays an important role in establishing the contextual 

backdrop for the ongoing slide. 

 

 
Figure 21 - Example from MR news prototype. 
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5. Discussion 

 

To design map-based interac5ons in Mixed Reality (MR) for visual storytelling, it is important 

to take into account the concepts of visual storytelling genres and interac5ve gestures, as 

these elements play significant roles in the overall design process. Throughout the course of 

the project, several key findings emerged, which can be considered as categories within 

these areas. One notable insight is that the principles of storytelling and interac5on cannot 

be directly transferred from tradi5onal PC interfaces to MR Head-Mounted Displays (HMDs), 

as the interface and interac5on differ fundamentally between the two plaZorms. Moreover, 

the study revealed that while the map feature proved to be highly valuable for the 

par5cipants, there exists untapped poten5al for leveraging its func5onality and interac5vity 

to further engage users in the storytelling experience. 

 

 

Visual Storytelling Genres 

 
Several approaches can be employed to incorporate visual storytelling with maps in news 

ar5cles presented in MR, as outlined by Roth (2021). However, the effec5veness of these 

approaches varies, and combining aoributes from different genres while enhancing 

interac5vity could enhance user engagement in MR.  

 

In this research, the ini5al prototype resembled longform infographics but differed in 

displaying two screens instead of one. One screen contained the ar5cle text and mul5media, 

while the other showcased a map. Par5cipants found the dynamic scroll interac5on to be 

distrac5ng, leading to numerous errors and demanding excessive focus. Some even forgot to 

u5lize the map un5l the very end.  

 

During the design workshops in the second itera5on, it was discovered that most par5cipants 

desired 3D maps to play a central role in the narra5ve. They preferred the map as the focal 

point, driving the linear storytelling, with text screens appearing to complement the visual 

storytelling on the map. Throughout the process, several par5cipants expressed interest in 

seeing graphics and anima5ons incorporated within the map or alongside it, resembling 
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narrated anima5ons. However, par5cipants also desired more interac5ve anima5ons in 

addi5on to narrated ones, which could address some pacing issues encountered in narrated 

anima5ons. Furthermore, par5cipants expressed a desire for addi5onal informa5on about 

places and situa5ons through the map. They preferred concise and brief informa5on ini5ally, 

with op5ons to explore deeper into the details. This could be achieved by linking addi5onal 

metadata and mul5media, such as narrated anima5ons. By exploi5ng the 3D space offered in 

MR interfaces, sta5c visual stories could also be included as metadata features via hyperlinks. 

 

In a study conducted by Song et al. (2022), it was discovered that longform infographics were 

more effec5ve than dynamic slideshows in terms of user reten5on. However, our study 

contradicted this finding.  Song et al. (2022) conducted their research on PC devices, while 

our inves5ga5on used HL2 technology. The familiar format of longform infographics on PCs 

with ver5cal scroll interac5ons may have contributed to higher reten5on rates in their study. 

In contrast, par5cipants in our first itera5on using HL2 encountered significant difficul5es 

with the scrolling interac5on, which according to them resulted in lower reten5on rates. This 

challenge could be aoributed to par5cipants' lack of HL2 experience and limita5ons in HL2's 

gesture detec5on capabili5es. 

  

Furthermore, par5cipants experienced less physical fa5gue in the fourth itera5on compared 

to the first itera5on. The introduc5on of a dynamic slideshow format in the third and fourth 

itera5ons reduced par5cipant errors. Par5cipants preferred this format as it did not require 

con5nuous physical engagement, as dynamic scrolling does. However, near-interac5on posed 

challenges for par5cipants, as the narrow FOV limited their ability to view all screens and the 

physical nature of the interac5on caused difficul5es. Consequently, we shiped focus to far-

interac5on in the fourth itera5on, allowing for flexible scaling and elimina5ng the need for 

physical movement. Par5cipants reported a comfortable and strain-free experience. Far-

interac5on facilitated the incorpora5on of varied-sized, detailed, and interac5ve maps, 

enhancing their impact on visual storytelling. 

  

The dynamic slideshow genre's interac5ve nature and segmented storytelling provided 

versa5lity in presen5ng ar5cles, whereas scroll-based interfaces emphasize focus text 

screens and constant interac5on. The slideshow-based interac5on enables the map to be the 
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primary storytelling element, with text screens complemen5ng the content. The MR news 

prototype priori5zes the text screen as the main naviga5on, giving it the central role. 

However, in order to emphasize the map as the primary storytelling element, addi5onal 

tes5ng is necessary to determine the best way to implement a similar interac5on. 

  

Our study contradicted the findings of Song et al. (2022) poten5ally due to varia5ons in study 

design and the use of HL2 technology. Par5cipants encountered difficul5es with scrolling, 

leading to lower reten5on rates. The dynamic slideshow format reduced errors and physical 

fa5gue, while far-interac5on enhanced user comfort and facilitated the inclusion of 

interac5ve maps. The slideshow format enables the map to take center stage in storytelling, 

with text screens as complementary components and facilitate a variety of map designs. 

Addi5onally, it facilitates for a combina5on of map-based visual storytelling genres. 

 

 

Interac;ve Gestures 

 

In the first itera5on, par5cipants expressed a posi5ve recep5on towards the interac5ve map, 

par5cularly apprecia5ng features such as zooming, panning, and addi5onal informa5on 

about various loca5ons. Feedback from subsequent itera5ons indicated a consistent desire 

for such func5onali5es on the map. However, par5cipants encountered challenges with 

naviga5on during the ini5al itera5on. The alloca5on of zooming interac5on to small buoons 

on the map's side hindered their preferred one- or two-handed pinching mo5on. Notably, 

par5cipants u5lized zooming more frequently than panning, highligh5ng the importance of 

adap5ng zooming interac5ons appropriately for maps in MR. This finding aligns with previous 

research by Zhou and Bai (2023). 

  

Throughout the itera5ons, par5cipants expressed interest in alterna5ve interac5on methods 

such as gaze- and voice-based interac5ons, but they did not wish to replace hand 

interac5ons, which they found familiar and natural. This observa5on aligns with the findings 

of Zhou and Bai (2023). According to Rudi et al. (2016), head-based interac5on can become 

more subtle and effec5ve as users become accustomed to it, making it a viable op5on to 

consider. Subtle interac5ons could be desirable for public use in the future. Some 
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par5cipants expressed a desire for non-aiming naviga5on, which could poten5ally be 

achieved by combining head- or eye gaze interac5on as a poin5ng mechanism, using the 

thumb and index finger as a click. However, further tes5ng is necessary to validate this 

approach. Par5cipants also reported physical strain and discomfort from excessive head 

movement, indica5ng the need for op5onal interac5on methods rather than relying solely on 

head gestures. Addi5onally, offering mul5ple interac5on methods is crucial to accommodate 

diverse user preferences and use cases. 

  

Throughout the user tests, difficul5es with hand gesture naviga5on using HL2 were 

observed. While these challenges may have influenced design choices, they poten5ally led to 

improvements in the overall design. As men5oned in the second itera5on, the system should 

not require overly complicated interac5on.  

  

The findings suggest that par5cipants appreciated the interac5ve map in MR for its zooming 

and panning capabili5es. Various alterna5ve interac5on methods were desired, including 

gaze- and voice-based interac5ons. However, hand interac5ons remained favored. Care 

should be taken to address physical strain and discomfort associated with excessive head 

movement. Mul5ple interac5on methods should be provided to cater to user preferences 

and use cases.  

 

 

Challenges 

 

Throughout the process, we faced several challenges that can be categorized into three main 

areas: Recruitment of par5cipants, user tes5ng environment, and technical challenges. 

 

 

Recruitment 
 
Finding par5cipants is a well-known challenge. Ini5ally, we encountered difficul5es in 

contac5ng par5cipants with dyslexia and individuals with prior experience using HL2 or 

comparable extended reality (XR) technologies. Ini5ally, our emphasis was on engaging 
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par5cipants with dyslexia; however, as the study progressed, we modified our approach to 

minimize reliance on this specific group. Consequently, the recruitment of par5cipants with 

dyslexia was primarily facilitated through personal networks, due to the limited availability of 

suitable candidates within the broader popula5on. 

 

The difficulty in finding par5cipants with dyslexia and prior experience with HL2 or similar XR 

technologies have affected the diversity and representa5veness of the user group. This may 

have influenced the findings and limited the insights gained from specific user demographics. 

 

Since HL2 is not widely u5lized in the private market today, we struggled to find par5cipants 

from our target group with experience using this technology. Nevertheless, many of the 

par5cipants had some familiarity with other XR technologies, albeit their exposure was 

limited. None of the par5cipants had prior experience with hand gesture naviga5on prior to 

joining the project. 

 

Consequently, our system was tested solely with novice users. While novice users provided 

valuable insights, their lack of experience may have limited their ability to provide deep 

insights, poten5ally resul5ng in a somewhat one-sided outcome. However, it is worth no5ng 

that three par5cipants who took part in the final evalua5on had also par5cipated in previous 

itera5ons, and they showcased excep5onal progress. 

 

Since the system was only tested with novice users, the results may reflect their perspec5ves 

and experiences. While novice users provide valuable informa5on, their lack of exper5se and 

familiarity with XR technologies, hand gesture naviga5on, and HL2 may have resulted in a 

more limited understanding of the system's capabili5es, opportuni5es, and general user 

experience. 

 

 

User Tes3ng Environment 
 
Due to the limited prevalence of HL2 usage for news consump5on or general purposes in 

everyday life, tes5ng the prototype in users' natural environment posed challenges. Instead, 
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the focus shiped towards establishing a spa5ally accommoda5ng environment that ensured 

user comfort during tes5ng. 

  

To facilitate a comfortable tes5ng environment, user evalua5ons were conducted within 

closed rooms, with a single par5cipant engaged at a 5me. This arrangement aimed to 

mi5gate poten5al observer effects, which could influence par5cipant behavior, par5cularly 

considering the novelty of the medium and the expressive nature of naviga5on. 

  

Nevertheless, conduc5ng individual tests hindered par5cipant communica5on and 

collabora5on within workshops. Feedback from par5cipants indicated a desire for a more 

authen5c and enhanced experience, preferably in a comfortable environment similar to their 

own homes. 

  

Considering poten5al modifica5ons, it is worth evalua5ng the prospect of gran5ng 

par5cipants access to an HL2 device, even in the absence of prior exposure or experience. 

However, such an approach would introduce a dis5nct set of logis5cal challenges, 

encompassing issues of training, guidance, data gathering, and temporal considera5ons. 

 

Tes5ng of the prototype in a controlled environment, rather than users' natural sevngs, may 

have compromised the validity of the findings. Users may behave differently or have different 

experiences when interac5ng with the system outside of the tes5ng environment. Thus, the 

results may not fully represent real-world usage scenarios. 

  

The effort to minimize observer effects by conduc5ng individual tests in closed rooms may 

uninten5onally introduce biases. Par5cipants might alter their behavior or interac5on 

paoerns due to the absence of others or the perceived absence of observa5on. This can 

influence their engagement with the system and may not accurately reflect how they would 

use it in a social context. 

  

Par5cipants expressed a desire for a more authen5c and comfortable tes5ng environment, 

such as their own homes. The lack of familiarity and comfort during tes5ng may impact 

par5cipants' overall experience and poten5ally affect their performance or feedback. This 
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could have influenced their percep5on of the system and poten5ally introduced biases in the 

results. 

  

Individual tes5ng prevented par5cipants from communica5ng and collabora5ng with each 

other during workshops. The absence of collabora5ve interac5on may limit the explora5on 

of different perspec5ves, collec5ve problem-solving, and the genera5on of shared insights. 

As a result, the depth and breadth of feedback and observa5ons may be reduced. 

  

The challenges associated with HL2 usage and the limita5ons in par5cipant representa5on 

may affect the applica5on of the results. The sample of par5cipants might not fully represent 

the target user popula5on, par5cularly those who are experienced with HL2 or similar XR 

technologies. This could limit the applicability of the findings to a broader user base. 

 

 

Technical Challenges 
 

The technical challenges encountered during the process can be aoributed primarily to the 

immaturity of the technology. It was crucial to address these challenges effec5vely. 

  

One major issue faced was the poor baoery life of the HL2 device. During the evalua5ons, we 

had to ensure that the device was charged properly. In the first itera5on, the device died 

during a user test. Fortunately, this occurred toward the end of the evalua5on, allowing us to 

complete it. Another challenge was the diminishing responsiveness of the system as tes5ng 

progressed, which was due to the limited compu5ng power of the HL2. 

  

In one instance, the HL2 crashed, which had a somewhat nega5ve impact on the test. 

However, we were able to complete most of the test before the crash occurred. To assist 

users in naviga5ng the HL2, we employed a live stream on a laptop, which proved to be 

helpful both in guiding par5cipants and facilita5ng discussions. Before that in the first 

itera5on, we had to temporarily remove the HL2 from the par5cipants to gain a beoer 

perspec5ve and guide them back on the right track. However, the live stream had a delay of 

approximately ten seconds, which open proved to be inconvenient. 
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The FOV and hand gesture registra5on of the HL2 were also limi5ng factors that affected the 

design of our user-friendly system. 

 

The technical challenges have poten5ally introduced biases and limita5ons in the evalua5on 

process. These issues may have disrupted the user experience, affected task performance, 

and hindered par5cipants' ability to fully explore and interact with the system. 

  

The occurrence of technical difficul5es, such as the HL2 device dying during a user test or 

crashes, could introduce inconsistencies and interrup5ons in the evalua5on process. These 

incidents may impact the reliability and validity of the collected data and poten5ally distort 

the results. 

  

The challenges related to HL2's technical limita5ons, including the FOV and hand gesture 

registra5on, may have influenced the design choices made during the project. The system's 

user-friendliness and overall usability might have been compromised due to these 

constraints. 

  

It is important to consider these challenges and their poten5al implica5ons when 

interpre5ng the results of the project. While the findings can s5ll provide valuable insights, 

they should be understood within the context of the encountered difficul5es and limita5ons. 

 

 

Future Work 

 
Improvements to the prototype involve redesigning the text metadata- and map metadata 

screens, crea5ng a more interac5ve map, and the u5liza5on of the depth and 3D space 

offered by the technology. Addi5onally, it is worth considering the implementa5on of 

addi5onal forms of interac5on, such as voice and eye/head gaze interac5on, to further 

enrich the user experience by leveraging technologies available in HL2 and numerous XR 

HMDs. 
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The primary focus for future development should be the improvement of the map through 

the integra5on of interac5on possibili5es for zoom and pan. It should support various hand 

interac5ons, including one and two-handed interac5ons u5lizing the thumb and index finger 

or the en5re hand, to accommodate the most common hand interac5ons. Addi5onally, 

exploring and incorpora5ng head- or eye-gaze and voice naviga5on should be considered to 

facilitate diverse user preferences and discover new useful ways to complement far- and 

near-hand interac5on. Efficient methods of presen5ng metadata should also be explored 

through further research. Addi5onally, it is recommended to iden5fy and evaluate different 

visual storytelling genres for map-based visual storytelling in MR. 

  

The current prototype does not exploit the 3D space provided by MR technology. The scene 

primarily consists of rela5vely flat screens. The decision to design the prototype in this 

manner was based on the realiza5on that the necessary data could be obtained effec5vely in 

this chosen format, resul5ng in significant 5me savings. However, in the future development 

of similar prototypes or systems, incorpora5ng interac5ve 3D elements should be considered 

to enhance user engagement. Feedback from workshops during the second itera5on 

indicated that users' expecta5ons for these systems encompass a range of interac5ve 

elements for visualiza5on and storytelling. 

  

In a study by Yang et al. (2020), a 5lt interac5on was implemented, allowing users to choose 

how the map was displayed, thus op5mizing the benefits of both 2D and 3D maps. 

Integra5ng a similar func5on in MR news could be intriguing. However, it should be noted 

that the 5lt interac5on in their study was assigned to a VR controller and cannot be directly 

transferred. Further explora5on is necessary to determine the most suitable implementa5on, 

which could poten5ally involve the addi5on of a slider or the ability to grab the edge of the 

map. 

  

A feature that dynamically controls the level of immersion in the experience would be 

valuable to test, similar to the func5onality of Tilt Map. As the medium of MR provides 

situa5onal awareness, it can be u5lized in diverse sevngs, such as walking outside, sivng on 

a bus, or in small spaces. To accommodate this variety of use cases, designs should adapt to 

different environments. In situa5ons where users are sta5c in large spaces, a more immersive 
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experience may be desirable. However, in 5ght spaces or public areas, individuals may prefer 

to maintain a higher degree of situa5onal awareness, requiring more subtle gesturing. 

Therefore, the design should be flexible enough to accommodate these preferences. It would 

be beneficial to establish breakpoints that determine the level of immersion in the design. 

Users should have the ability to adjust this parameter, similar to resizing a browser on a 

desktop, where the layout adapts to the given size. This may include determining the amount 

of space occupied by elements and whether everything is displayed simultaneously. In 

maximum immersion mode, images or anima5ons could be presented in a 360-degree 

format, while scaling down the immersion would result in smaller visuals, providing a greater 

level of situa5onal awareness. 
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6. Conclusion 

 

Mixed Reality (MR) technology has opened completely new ways of interac5ng with 

technology. In the context of news ar5cles storytelling and maps, there exists a significant 

opportunity to enhance communica5on through the immersive and engaging experiences 

they offer to users. By effec5vely leveraging these mediums, the news media can beoer 

cap5vate audiences and effec5vely convey their message. Through a Research through 

Design (RtD) process, this study aimed to answer the Research Ques5on (RQ): How can we 

design map-based interac5ons in regard to visual storytelling genres and interac5ve gestures 

for news ar5cles in Mixed Reality? 

 

A prototype named MR news was created u5lizing Unity and the Mixed Reality Tool Kit 

(MRTK) within the framework of the RtD methodology. The RtD process contained four 

itera5ve cycles, each encompassing scoping, design process, user evalua5on, and reflec5on 

stages.  

 

This itera5ve approach ensured that the prototype progressed with each itera5on, resul5ng 

in a more refined and user-friendly MR experience for consuming news content. The 

prototype now encompasses various components, such as a picture screen for visual 

representa5ons, a text-metadata screen that offers supplementary informa5on to the text 

screen, an interac5ve map screen for providing geographical context, and a map-metadata 

screen with detailed data about the specific areas affected by the discussed phenomena. 

These addi5ons contribute to a more comprehensive and immersive MR news consump5on 

experience. 

 

The study discovered several important findings. It revealed increased par5cipant 

engagement, sugges5ng a higher level of story engagement. Such findings indicate the 

poten5al for leveraging map-based interac5on in MR as a powerful tool in augmen5ng visual 

storytelling, thereby amplifying user interest and involvement in news consump5on. 

Furthermore, it is evident that the principles of storytelling and interac5on should not be 
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directly transferred from tradi5onal PC interfaces to MR HMDs due to fundamental 

differences in interface and interac5on.  

  

Regarding visual storytelling genres, the study contradicted previous research on longform 

infographics, highligh5ng the importance of considering the plaZorm and interface when 

evalua5ng user reten5on rates. The dynamic slideshow format proved to be more effec5ve in 

reducing errors and physical fa5gue compared to scrolling interac5ons in MR news. Far-

interac5on, with its flexible scaling and reduced physical movement, provided a comfortable 

and strain-free experience, enhancing the impact of interac5ve maps in visual storytelling. 

The results also indicate that it could be beneficial to combine some of the characteris5cs 

from other storytelling genres. 

  

In terms of interac5ve gestures, par5cipants expressed a posi5ve recep5on towards zooming 

and panning capabili5es on the interac5ve map. Alterna5ve interac5on methods, such as 

gaze- and voice-based interac5ons, were desired but not to the extent of replacing hand 

interac5ons, which par5cipants found familiar and natural. It is crucial to address physical 

strain and discomfort. 

 

The study encountered challenges related to par5cipant recruitment, user tes5ng 

environment, and technical limita5ons of the HL2 device. Difficul5es in recrui5ng par5cipants 

with prior experience with HL2 or similar XR technologies affected the diversity and 

representa5veness of the user group. Tes5ng the prototype in a controlled environment 

rather than users' natural sevngs and technical issues with the HL2 device posed addi5onal 

challenges. 

 

Future work should focus on improving the interac5ve map by integra5ng zoom and pan 

func5onali5es and exploring addi5onal interac5on methods like gaze- and voice-based 

interac5ons. The incorpora5on of interac5ve 3D elements and 5lt interac5ons can further 

enhance user engagement. Designing for different levels of immersion and situa5onal 

awareness and allowing users to adjust the immersive experience based on their preferences 

and context, should be considered. Addi5onally, exploring different visual storytelling genres 

for map-based visual storytelling in MR is recommended. 
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